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Morocco: Is the Electoral System Unfair?
Michael Meyer-Resende
In looking at the September 2007 elections to Morocco’s lower house of parliament, foreign
observers agreed on two principal conclusions: the elections were conducted freely and fairly, but
the election system itself was unfair, not allowing the emergence of any strong party. But are these
conclusions justified? Morocco’s elections are certainly more competitive and open than many
other polls in the region and no party has alleged that the results were completely manipulated.
There is a large area, however, between completely manipulated and genuinely democratic
contestation—and the Moroccan elections fell somewhere in that gray zone.
Regarding the conduct of the elections, the preliminary findings by the National Democratic
Institute (NDI) state that “overall, the voting went smoothly and was characterized by a spirit of
transparency and professionalism.” Meanwhile the local observer network Collectif Associatif was
more circumspect, voicing concerns about vote buying and bias among election officials in some
cases. Several political parties also alleged vote buying and inaccurate counting and aggregation of
results. Given these concerns, the question is how the Moroccan system deals with appeals. The
NDI mission left shortly after election day and thus could not comment on counting, aggregation
and publication of results, or complaints and appeals; the statement recognized that a final
evaluation of the elections could only be made once all appeals have been dealt with. Some 400
appeals have been lodged with the Constitutional Council against results in specific electoral
districts, sixteen of them by the largest opposition party, the Islamic Party of Justice and
Development. Following the 2002 elections the Constitutional Council took two years to decide on
election appeals. Such delays fail to provide an effective remedy, and elections without effective
remedies suffer from a serious flaw.
When it comes to the electoral system, the conventional wisdom among journalists and scholars is
that it is engineered to prevent any single political party from emerging with a majority. While it is
true that there are many parties in the Moroccan Parliament and none holds more than 15 percent of
the seats, this is not primarily an outcome of the election system. The fragmentation is primarily a

reflection of the political landscape and voting results. In September’s elections no single party won
more than 11 percent of the vote.
Morocco is divided into ninety-five electoral districts with two to five seats each. It is thus a
proportional system with a very low district magnitude. Generally, small districts favor large
parties. Where only two seats can be won, a small party stands little chance of winning one of them.
The effects can be seen in the Moroccan elections; all large parties gained a higher share of seats
than votes, as shown in Democracy Reporting International’s assessment of the elections. While
such a system can result in the best-scoring party being checked by the second largest (but possibly
much smaller) party, it can also result in a leading party sweeping the polls. Everything depends on
local voting patterns. Thus in order for the Moroccan government to use this system in a
manipulative way, it would need to have very accurate predictions of outcomes in each constituency
and adjust the districts accordingly.
If it is not the proportional system, then it is the votes/seat allocation formula that observers often
blame for the fragmentation of Morocco’s parliament. It is true that the method used in Morocco,
which allocates leftover seats according to parties’ relative proportions of the vote, tends to favor
smaller parties more than alternative methods do. Taken together, however, its various effects make
the outcome more proportional, thereby balancing out the impact of low district magnitude, which
tends to favor large parties, to some degree. Proportional election systems by definition do not
easily allow one party to become overwhelmingly strong. In fact many people regard proportional
election systems as more fair in terms of representation.
The fragmentation of Moroccan politics must therefore have causes other than the electoral system.
There are many possibilities, including a history of royal intervention and royal creation of parties
and the strong role of local notables, who often do not care under which party’s name they enter
parliament. In retrospect, therefore, a second look at Morocco’s parliamentary elections shows that
while the conduct of the elections was not as good as reported, the election system also is not as bad
as is generally believed.
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